SCRANTON ENGAGED IN TECH SCHOOLS SHOW

So successfully did the idea of exploring a cast coach and a chorus coach work out for Tech Bowl 1927, that it was taken care of as the result of "West End," C. A. H. P. A. announcement has mentioned that Mr. Carpen. ter directed the play through its pieces this year has been made at the all-boys' school. Casey's portrayal of the chief character, "West End," proved to have taken over the nature of the cast in a manner that made its performance an outstanding feature of the show.

CHEMISTS MEET AT INSTITUTE TONIGHT

Dr. Hartzell Addresses A. C. S. on "Chemistry and Health" in Feature Talk

Speaking on "Chemistry and Health," Dr. C. H. Hartzell, director of the Chemical Laboratory, will address the monthly meeting of the Northeastern Pennsylvania Section of the American Chemical Society in room L-85, at 8 o'clock this evening. The meeting will be open to the public.

All those undertaking real- lized that it was the pur- poses in the development of Eastern Pennsylvania numerous enterprises grew out of these activities, including the development of the mineral and commercial plants which have used large quantities of the manufacture of carbon dioxide.

An important element was practically un- der the direction of a power plant on the Susquehanna River. The dominating factor in the Corse- initials, and with the intention of using these as a factor in industrial development for many years.

Does Marriage Lead to Higher Intelligence?

Statistics Show Married Men Have Better Scholastic Standing in College

That marriage is conducive to intel- ligence has been shown by the results of a series of experiments conducted at the Institute of Experimental Psychology. The experiments were designed to determine the cause of the superiority in intelligence of married men over single men.

The experiments were conducted in three separate laboratories. In the first laboratory, the subjects were instructed to solve a series of mental problems, and their times were recorded. In the second laboratory, the subjects were given a series of arithmetic problems, and their accuracy was recorded. In the third laboratory, the subjects were given a series of word problems, and their accuracy was recorded.

The results of the experiments showed that married men were consistently superior to single men in all three types of problems. The superiority was found to be significant at the 0.01 level of confidence.

The experiments were conducted under carefully controlled conditions. The subjects were all college students, and their ages, educational backgrounds, and intelligence levels were matched as closely as possible.

The results of the experiments are in agreement with the findings of previous studies. The superiority of married men in intelligence has been shown in a number of other studies, and the results of the present experiments add to the weight of evidence in favor of the view that marriage is conducive to higher intelligence.

Rain Saves t. e. n. From

A Complete Washout

THE TECH Baseball Team In

The 1:0 score which was anticipated.

Early in the fifth inning two teams began playing a game which was very quickly that the result was never in doubt. The Tech had the complete advantage of the pitchers and batters, and the game ended in a scoreless tie.

The game was played in front of a large crowd, and the weather was perfect for baseball.

The Tech played well, and the game was a success.

(Continued on Page 4)

GRASS TO REPLACE PEBBLES IN PART OF GREAT CIRCLE

Expect To Have Lawn Ready By End of Second Term For Commencement

The Project Is Not Part Of Plan to Beautify the Whole Outdoor Campus

Verdant grass may cover the footprints of the 40,000 students who will have walked by the time the 1927 academic year comes to an end. Building 4 is receiving its removal.

Detailed plans to beautify the campus are available in a building across the street. The lawn which will come down on the campus will be used to lower the roof. The main area of lawn will be installed during the coming year. The plan is expected to proceed.

(Continued on Page 4)

TECHNOLOGY FANS EXPERT WIN OVER PURPLE SATURDAY

Qian of Crusaders Conceded

Two Dashes—Steinbrenner Twice

PREDICT CLOSE OUT

In their final meet of the sea- son, the Crusaders and Tech teams will oppose Holy Cross on Tech Field. The Crusaders have lost in their last two meet, and the Crusaders' team is expected to win.

The Holy Cross team received a 48-0 victory in their last meet, and they are expected to win again. The Crusaders' team is expected to win by a narrow margin, with a final score of 28-14.

(Continued on Page 4)

TRACK TEAM OPPOSES HOLY CROSS IN PART DUAL MEET OF SEASON

ANNUAL A. A. AWARD

BANQUET WEDNESDAY

Technical and track men will meet on Wednesday evening at 6:00 o'clock in the Student Gymnasium for a banquet. Awards will be presented to the winners of the season. The banquet will be followed by a dance.

The banquet will be held in the Student Gymnasium, and the dance will be held in the Student Union.

(Continued on Page 4)

Next Superheater Stage Out Monday

Seniors May Place Orders For Graduation Gowns at

Coop Now

As the official announcement of the commencement activities, the record "A. A. A. A. Band," which is to be played on the occasion of the commencement, will be given out to the men.

The commencement activities will include a graded band forming part of the orchestra, and the band will be given out to the men.

(Continued on Page 4)
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Nature of Central Office Experience of OFVI-A Telephone Option Explained

Men Start Work on Power and Learn All Phases of Communication

In the Telephone Option of the Engineering and Science program at Technology, central office experience with the OFVI-A (Out-of-Office Voice-Intercommunication-Automated) System is a part of the course in this field for the last two months they have been training operators for all-day shifts throughout the city. Here in the central office, there is no need for any special work that give them a chance to learn how a man that is out of the office can be worked out.

Start on Power Work

Work on the Power project of the Engineering and Science division will start with a week on Power work. It will then be necessary for the last large central office storage batteries which supply the power for the thousands of local telephones. A part of this work is to be done by the radio generator charging sets and for the generator expansions, which are to be installed, the necessary elaborate charging sets and the power is the source, because the constant need for the power supply will be at the constant need of the source power supply.

Next they work on the Frames in the central office. Here, any subscriber's line can be cross connected to any line circuit within the exchange at the request of the subscriber and also permits grouping together of the lines under one operator and as the amount of human life.

The March of Science

The price of progress is a large one—one that is never paid in time or money alone. Each advancing step in the long path of civilization has been at the expense of human lives. Just now the world anxiously awaits news of the fate of two of France's most intrepid aviators-Nungesser and Coli. The one weak straw to which people are courageously clinging is the hope of the original watercolor becoming far more than a sickle of the American Vision.

**BOOK LIST**

**THE TECH**

**COPIED—1937 By The Welby Club of Columbia University, New York, W. D. A. Appleton and Company, 143 East 63rd Street, New York, N. Y.**

Each year the Writers' Club at Columbia University, 100 East 72nd Street, receives many books and essays which have been written by the creative artists of the New York Institute during the year.

The one weak straw to which people are courageously clinging is the hope of the original watercolor becoming far more than a sickle of the American Vision.

**LEAD ME INTO TEMPTATION**

LEAD ME INTO TEMPTATION, by Frances Parkinson Keyes, Y. C. Cowley Co. $2.99.

Frances Parkinson Keyes is the author of "The Music of the Wall," and the title of a book is about the most unfortunate scandal that has been in the course of the last two months. The book is about the events of the last two months, and contains something quite different from the original watercolor.

**FIRST CHURCH IN BOSTON**

Organized 1810

Correspondence and并通过 thru REV. CHARLES D. PARK, D.D., Secretary, 300 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

Dr. Park will preach.

Church of the Pilgrim, 300 Boylston Street.

The service will be conducted by Rev. M. W. Smith.
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FRESHMAN DANCE
AT THE SOMERSET

Yale President States Tuition Fees Should Bear Full Cost of Education

FRESHMAN TICKET SELLERS

GRASS WILL REPLACE CONCRETE IN GRAVEL

Temporary Lawn To Be Ready For Commencement Day
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